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'I think you have Parkinson's disease..." 

 

Preface:  

This piece seeks to pay tribute to the late great Muhammad Ali who famously suffered with 
Parkinson’s disease. An attempt has been made to illustrate the pathology and clinical 
presentation of Parkinson’s disease through creative literature. This piece is frequently 
interspersed with boxing terminology with a few of the sport specific references/phrases 
defined below.  

 

Rumble in the Jungle – The famous boxing event that took place in 1974 contested by 
Muhammad Ali and George Foreman eventually won by Muhammad Ali.  

Rope-a-dope – A boxing tactic birthed by Muhammed Ali where the boxer takes a protected 
stance leaning against the ropes in a fight, absorbing the repeated blows of the opponent in 
an attempt to exhaust them before launching a counter attack, capitalising on the 
opponents weakened position.   

Pound for pound – The best fighter when disregarding size/weight class.  

Orthodox stance – A position employed by a boxer (usually right handed) where the left 
foot is farther in front of the right foot thus positioning the weaker side closer to the 
opponent. This position was utilised by Muhammad Ali.  
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I think you have Parkinson’s disease. Actually I know, we’ve suspected for a while. You stare 
silently, daring me to elaborate with the slightest twitch of your leg. Your daughter beside 
you muffles a sob; she thinks it’s bad, is it bad she asks? Your wife grasps your decorated 
hand; she looks at you with a kindness she in turn offers to me. She wants me to tell you 
more; your eyes echo her instructions.    

Well you’re not alone I mutter, I stutter – I’m trying to be reassuring, I’m sorry, let me try 
this again. You are one in 10 million and it is strongly correlated with increased age with the 
risk increasing significantly after the age of 60 (1). But you don’t want to know that you’re 
just a fish in the sea shoaling and schooling, evading when you for so long were the 
predator, the king of the ocean. You see, it manifests over time targeting the dopaminergic 
neurons that enabled your profession, in the substantia nigra – the black substance; you 
smile wryly and posture proudly (2). Like the room in your home which houses your 
collections of glory, there’s a collection you didn’t ask for nestled in your brain – Lewy 
bodies formed by colonies of α-synuclein; silently announcing there’s a new alpha in town 
(3). Dopamine, your ally, your friend - the one that allowed you to glide and to punch, to 
duck and to charge. The one that elevated you to emotions unparalleled when you claimed 
greatness on the canvas. The one that gave it all in the ring with you, within you until its 
barrel ran empty; the gloves were hung.  

They see you tremor as you light the candles, you do so slowly, involuntarily, mocking your 
very speed that alighted the world. Your arms, they used to submit to your command, 
jabbing and hooking, as fast as your mind, as you outfought and outthought but now they 
hesitate, they resist, they’re not the same hands you held aloft time and time again after the 
final bell. That shuffle of yours stayed true ‘til the end, but now you’re not the conductor, 
you can’t stop the show. You write your thanks to an adoring fan with a hand that disobeys 
its master, the ink bleeds the text foreign. Traitors.  

You see, this affliction; it’s not content with just driving the car it has no license to steer. It 
wants to redecorate inside and out, place a Ford engine in a Ferrari 458. You’re renowned 
for your lyricism, your every word deliberate and mesmerising as they roll off your tongue, 
this tongue it now holds hostage – you can’t spit your revolution it declares. It wants to gain 
entry to your sanctuary of sanity, to steal your highs of yesterday and your joys of today; to 
replace with a darkness of unexplained, unwanted lows now and forevermore. The scent of 
your favourite hot buttered rolls exists only as memoirs of a time long gone with remnants 
settling unsettled recreating the rumble in the jungle over and over, you can’t control when 
it plays. You tell me when you sleep you’re not done fighting, your limbs act out scenes of 
yesteryear, teasing you, taunting you, forcing your hard-fought dreams into wounding 
nightmares. I regret to voice the worst could be yet to come; it thirsts for a possession most 
prized and sacred, a protected entity you thought untouchable, indestructible. It craves for 
the album of your life, your memories and your ways, the abode of your soul ransacked. A 
demented wish.   
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There’s a stillness in the room. The air is solemn and unstirred, frozen in time, heavy with 
the burden of reality. It’s the little things that enable us to carry out our greatest feats; the 
unsung heroes of the daily grind. How can I tell you how hard it will be to command your 
legs to leave the bed in the morning, how hard it will be to squeeze the toothpaste onto 
your trembling brush, how hard it will be to boil a kettle and to butter the bread, how hard 
it will be to sign your name on your printed face? How can I tell you that the ground that 
propped you up blow after blow seeks to betray your body delivering its own black eye? 
How can I tell a man who revelled as a lone ranger that the independence that marked his 
greatness will be compromised for the rest of his life? How can I tell a man who dealt the 
hits and shielded bullets precisely and expertly because of his health that this trusted ally 
would deal the final strike?  

Can this affliction be rid? The question that saddles the air. You’re used to the break in the 
skin that coloured in crimson your weathered face and battered fists, being wrapped with 
gauze, healing and erasing again and again. But it’s different this time, we can apply the 
gauze but there’s no eraser. There is no cure. We can medicate your body and your mind to 
provide you with a thing called quality of life, a quality incomparable, but a quality relative 
to the alternative of a legacy cut short. You soared to heights mere mortals would trade 
their souls to experience in dreams, redefining pinnacles and peaks until your wings were 
clipped, to gravity you succumbed. But we’ll mend your wings so you can fly again to heights 
not defined by metrics. We can reunite you with dopamine with the help of Levodopa, 
dopamine agonists and monoamine oxidase type B inhibitors. But these agents can’t give 
you the dopamine of old that gave unselfishly without need for recompense. They can limit 
the tremor that violates the peace of your body at the cost of your bowel, bladder and 
eyesight (4). It takes immeasurable strength to accept in an uninvited guest but what for a 
guest who outstays their welcome, whose every breath is intertwined with yours? How do 
you define the ability of the human to accept a fate so permanent, so ubiquitous?  

Pain of a struggle to come etches and sketches on the faces of your beloved, realisation in 
preparation of your final battle. But you, there’s no fear nor grief, your expression speaks of 
wisdom and a faith unreachable unbreakable, a resilience that echoes the manner in which 
you claimed distinction in the eyes of the nation, in the eyes of the world. You know you‘re 
in for a fight, this is no journeyman you face but the best pound-for-pound opponent of any 
generation. This disease will throw punches harder than any competitor, unrelenting round 
after round calling on you to rope-a-dope your way out. Your stance in the ring by definition 
was orthodox but you were anything but as you rose higher than your platform, daring to 
defy and transcend beyond parameters established. Now this fighter must face his greatest 
battle, with the goal not to defeat by knockout but to combat, to defend, to guard, to 
grapple, to grasp onto the ropes, to lift the knees off the canvas, to rise with every 
challenge, to fight as hard as it takes, as long as it takes, to endure, to take victory in the 
guise of courage and perseverance cementing his everlasting title as the undisputed 
heavyweight champion of the world. And still...  
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Muhammad Ali: 1942-2016 
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